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Introduction

A debate is an activity in which two opposing teams
make speeches to present and support their arguments
on a specific topic and disagree with the arguments of
the other team. The topic about which the two teams
argue is called a motion. The team that agrees with the
motion is the proposition team, whereas the team that
disagrees with the motion is the opposition team.

It is important to note that participants of a debate have
to remain objective and present clear arguments for or
against the motion, regardless of their personal beliefs
and opinions. 

Debates offer a unique opportunity for students to
develop a number of skills. Debates help students:

What is a debate?

Why debate?

Debates can involve a large number of people.

• The adjudicators: usually three people whose role
is to judge the outcome of the debate.

One of them is the Chair, who: 
• introduces the motion and the speakers
• makes sure the speakers follow the rules
• announces the result of the debate
• gives feedback to the speakers

Another member of the adjudicators is the
timekeeper: he/she is responsible for keeping the
time in a debate (i.e. timing the speakers and
signalling to indicate that a certain amount of time
has passed).

• The speakers: 3-5 speakers on each team
(according to the debate format).

• The research teams: they include those who are
involved in the research process and who provide
support to the speakers.

There are several formats of debate and each format has
its own set of rules. 

The debate format you choose to follow depends on
each class’s individual strengths and needs.

Here are three examples:

Who are the people involved?

What is the format of a debate?

“It is better to debate a question without settling it 
than to settle a question without debating it.”

Joseph Joubert

French writer (1754-1824)

• gain comprehensive knowledge about world issues

• improve their oral communication skills

• develop their critical and analytical thinking skills

• improve their research and organisational skills

• learn how to negotiate

• overcome any fear of public speaking

• challenge their own opinions

• gain confidence in expressing viewpoints

• learn how to effectively work with a team

• learn to respect others’ viewpoints
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A Lincoln-Douglas debate

The Lincoln-Douglas debate (LD debate) is a type of
one-to-one (one affirmative and one negative speaker)
debate practised mainly in the US at high school level. It
is sometimes called a values debate because the format
traditionally places an emphasis on logic, ethical values
and philosophy (logos, ethos and pathos). 

The Lincoln-Douglas debate format is named after the
1858 debates between Abraham Lincoln and Stephen A.
Douglas because their arguments focused on slavery in
the US and the morals, values and logic behind it.

NOTES
• During rebuttal speeches, no new arguments can be presented. 
• The Affirmative has more speeches than the Negative, but both have

the same total speaking time (16 minutes).

Affirmative speaker gives constructive
speech (6 minutes):

         •   introduces the topic
         •   states 2-3 arguments (contentions)
         •   supports arguments with evidence
         •   concludes 

Negative speaker cross-examines the
Affirmative speaker (3 minutes) 
(asks questions in order to):

         •   clarify points
         •   expose errors of fact and/or reasoning
         •   test the reliability of the Affirmative speaker’s

arguments

Affirmative speaker cross-examines the
Negative speaker (3 minutes) 
(asks questions in order to):

         •   clarify points
         •   expose errors of fact and/or reasoning
         •   test the reliability of the Negative speaker’s

arguments

Negative speaker gives second Rebuttal
speech (6 minutes):

         •   responds to the latest Affirmative
arguments 

         •   makes their final case to prove that the
Negative position is superior to the
Affirmative

         •   summarises/concludes asking the
audience to agree with the negative
position (crystallisation)

Negative speaker gives constructive
speech (7 minutes) (including first Negative
Rebuttal speech):

         •   clearly states the Negative side’s position
on the topic

         •   supports arguments with evidence
         •   attacks the Affirmative’s arguments
         •   concludes

Affirmative speaker gives first Rebuttal
speech (4 minutes):

         •   responds to the Negative arguments
         •   proves that they are not as valid or relevant

as the affirmative arguments 

Affirmative speaker gives Rebuttal speech
(3 minutes)

         •   responds to the Negative speaker’s final
arguments

         •   attempts to prove that the Affirmative
position is superior 

         •   summarises/concludes the debate
(crystallisation)

STRUCTURE
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B British Parliamentary debate

There are several types of debate that are labelled as
“parliamentary”, as they are modelled on the practices
of the British Parliamentary system and other
parliaments around the world. 

Four teams, each made up of two debaters, participate
in a British Parliamentary debate: two of the teams
represent the Government/Proposition (1st & 2nd
proposition or opening and closing proposition) and
the two others represent the Opposition (1st & 2nd
opposition or opening and closing opposition). 

Both Government/Proposition teams are expected to
build a case in order to support the motion. Their
arguments must be different yet consistent with one
another. 

Similarly, the two Opposition teams are expected to build
a case in order to argue against the motion. The
Opposition teams’ arguments must be consistent with one
another, although they may be different. In other words,
the role of the Second Proposition/Opposition team is to
support the First Proposition/Opposition team, while at the
same time moving the case into a new perspective. 

First Proposition (Proposition Team 1 –
Speaker 1): 

         •   defines the motion
         •   presents 2-3 arguments for the motion 
         •   provides examples/evidence 

First Opposition (Opposition Team 1 –
Speaker 1): 

         •   rebuts the proposition’s arguments
         •   presents 2-3 arguments against the motion 
         •   provides examples/evidence

Second Opposition (Opposition Team 1 –
Speaker 2):

    •   continues the rebuttal initiated by the First
Opposition 

         •   reestablishes the opposition’s arguments
against the motion

         •   initiates a new argument against the motion 
         •   provides more examples/evidence

Third Opposition (Opposition Team 2 –
Speaker 1):

      •   briefly supports the arguments introduced
by the First Opposition team

         •   rebuts the case extension presented by the
Third Proposition

         •   introduces a new/different argument against
the motion and provides examples/evidence

Final/Fourth Opposition (Opposition
Team 2 – Speaker 2): 

      •   summarises the debate, explaining why the
opposition should win the debate

Second Proposition (Proposition Team 1 –
Speaker 2):

         •   rebuts the arguments presented by the
First Opposition 

         •   further develops the case presented by the
First Proposition 

         •   provides more examples/evidence 

Third Proposition (Proposition Team 2 –
Speaker 1): 

         •   briefly supports the case developed by
the First Proposition team/rebuts the
Second Opposition’s arguments

         •   introduces a new/different argument (a
“case extension”) for the motion

         •   provides examples/evidence

Final/Fourth Proposition (Proposition
Team 2 – Speaker 2): 

         •   briefly replies to any new arguments
introduced by the Third Opposition

         •   summarises the debate, explaining why the
proposition should win the debate

STRUCTURE

NOTES
• Each speaker is allotted seven minutes. 
• The Final Proposition/Opposition speakers do NOT introduce new arguments.
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C World Schools Style debate

The World Schools Style debate (WSS debate) is the
most common type of debate. In this type, there are two
teams of three people. Each team is allocated to either
proposition or opposition on a motion. 

The first three speeches from each team are eight
minutes in length and alternate between proposition and 

opposition, starting with the proposition. Then, each
team delivers a reply speech of four minutes in length.
This is delivered by either the first or second speaker on
the team. The reply speeches are delivered in reverse
order and begin with the opposition.

Proposition Speaker 1 (8 minutes):

         •   defines the motion
         •   outlines the arguments that the proposition

will bring (the team’s case)
         •   explains which speakers will present which

arguments 
         •   presents 2-3 arguments for the motion

Opposition Speaker 1 (8 minutes): 

         •   challenges the definition and provides a
new one (only if they think that the
proposition’s definition is unfair or incorrect)

         •   outlines the arguments that opposition will
bring (the team’s case)

         •   explains which speakers will present which
arguments

         •   rebuts the arguments of the first proposition
         •   presents 2-3 arguments against the motion

Opposition Speaker 2 (8 minutes):

     •   continues to defend their definition
(if required)

       •   continues the argumentation presented by
the first opposition speaker

         •   rebuts the proposition team’s case
         •   makes 2-3 new arguments against the

motion

Opposition Speaker 3 (8 minutes):

     •   defeats the arguments brought by the
proposition team

       •   defends the opposition’s arguments 
        •   presents no new arguments

Proposition reply (Speaker 1 or 2) (4 minutes):

         •   summarises the debate
         •   explains why the proposition side should

win the debate 
         •   concludes the debate

Proposition Speaker 2 (8 minutes)

         •   continues to defend their definition (if
required)

         •   continues the argumentation presented by
the first proposition speaker 

         •   rebuts the opposition team’s case
         •   makes 2-3 new arguments for the motion

Proposition Speaker 3 (8 minutes):

         •   rebuts the arguments brought by the
opposition team 

         •   defends the proposition’s arguments
         •   presents no new arguments 

Opposition reply (Speaker 1 or 2) (4 minutes):

         •   summarises the debate
         •   explains why the opposition side should

win the debate

NOTES
• In this Debates Booklet, all examples are based on the World Schools

Style debate format.
• See Useful Language for debates on pp. 36-39.

STRUCTURE
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1 CONTENT

•   How strong were the speaker’s arguments?
•   Were the arguments relevant and clear?
•   Were the arguments supported by clear

examples/evidence/logic?
•   Was the speaker consistent throughout his/her

speech?
•   Was the speaker able to defeat opposing

arguments?
•   Was the speaker able to convince the audience/

adjudicators to support/oppose the motion?

2 STYLE

•   Was the speaker able to deliver his/her arguments
in a persuasive manner?

•   Did the speaker use his/her voice/body language/
facial expressions to improve the impact of his/her
speech?

•   Did the speaker maintain eye contact with the
audience?

3 STRATEGY

•   Did the speaker follow the time restrictions? (did
not under/overtalk)

•   Did the speaker follow a clear progression of points
in his/her speech?

•   Did the speaker respond to the key arguments of
the opposing team?

There are usually three adjudicators, including a
Chairperson. (The adjudication panel should consist of
an odd number of members to facilitate decision-
making). They can be teachers, students or both. 
During the debate, the adjudicators make extensive
notes so that they can remember what was said:
examples presented, evidence provided, points of
information offered and accepted, as well as the timing
for each speaker. 
Generally speaking, the speakers – as well as the teams
– are judged based on three criteria:

The role of the adjudicators

The team that has the majority of the adjudicators’ votes
wins the debate.

Seating arrangement
during a debate
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Motions of fact
This type of motion examines whether something is or
isn’t true. The speakers need to look at all the facts and
evidence related to the case to prove the motion true or
false.

“This House believes that social media has resulted in
better communication.”
“This House believes that gamification makes the world
better.”
“This House believes that animals have the power to
change a person’s character and behaviour.”

Motions of value
This type of motion requires the speakers to evaluate an
idea, concept or theory and decide whether it is good or
bad, moral or immoral. The speakers need to examine
criteria and characteristics, consider opinions and
attitudes in order to prove that the impact suggested in
the motion is generally good or bad. 

“This House regrets the rise of reality television.”
“This House believes that alternative medicine is a threat
to people’s health.”

Motions of value could also require debaters to compare
two values. 

“This House believes digital entertainment is a lot better
than written material.”
“This House believes that work experience is more
important than education.”

Motions of policy
This type of motion examines whether something should
or shouldn’t be done. The speakers need to prove that
the policy suggested in the motion is necessary or
unnecessary and whether it is effective or ineffective.

“This House believes that tourism in areas with vulnerable
ecosystems should be banned.”
“This House believes that governments should offer free
education to all.”
“This House believes that private healthcare should be
banned”.

You can have a poll before the debate: count how many
people in the audience agree with the motion, how many
disagree and how many are not sure. 

Social media promotes violence 
(before the debate polling)

After the debate (before the official result is announced by
the adjudicators), take another poll of opinions; this
encourages the audience to listen actively and it will also
indicate how persuasive each team was.

Social media promotes violence 
(after the debate polling)

This example clearly shows how the proposition team
(i.e. the team that debated in favour of the motion)
managed to persuade more people in the audience that
social media promotes violence.

Types of motions Polling

■ Agree 93%

■ Disagree 5%

■ Not sure 2%

■ Agree 61%

■ Disagree 26%

■ Not sure 13%
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There are usually two kinds of awards:

Speaker Awards for the speaker who has achieved the
highest speaker score.

Team Awards for the team that has won the debate.

For interschool tournaments, there can also be a school
award for the school that has won the most debates
overall.

NOTE: It is up to the school to decide the type/kind of award
they wish to offer to the winning speakers/teams.

Body language is very important when you are speaking
in front of an audience. It is part of communicating your
message and helps you maintain the audience’s and the
adjudicators’ attention and interest. 

✓ Be polite and smile.

✓ Stand up straight when you are giving your speech
and maintain eye contact with the audience.

✓ Use appropriate facial expressions and gestures to
emphasise your points.

✓ If you have notes or cue cards, don’t read directly
from them.

✓ Don’t turn your back to the audience and don’t fold
your arms.

✓ Dress appropriately for the occasion. Don’t wear
casual clothes (e.g. shorts or flip flops).

Delivery: your voice is a powerful instrument that you can
use to your advantage. Your tone of voice, along with body
language, supports the spoken words. So, remember the
following:

• volume/pace: use a loud, clear voice so that
everyone can hear you and try to keep a moderate
speed throughout your speech. Use your voice to
stress important points and in this way, empower
your statements.

• intonation: pronounce words clearly so that
everyone in the audience can understand you. Use
appropriate intonation to convey shades of
meaning, ask rhetorical questions, etc.

• pausing: pauses are extremely useful to
emphasise or stress a point. In fact, two or three
seconds of silence can make your point a lot
stronger.

Etiquette

✓ Do not insult, offend or disrespect other debaters
and/or the adjudicators in any way.

✓ Speak when it’s your turn and do not interrupt an
opponent.

✓ Listen actively and carefully to what the opposing
team is saying. 

✓ Above all, be professional, polite and courteous. 

Remember that you are not arguing, you are debating; you
are attacking the argument, not the person. The ability to
deal with disagreements verbally will help you develop
your speaking skills as well as your personality, so make
the most of it!

Awards

Body language/Delivery/Etiquette

10
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Glossary of Debating Terms

adjudicators
The people who listen to the debate, decide on the winner and give points to all debate
speakers.

argument/argumentation Using evidence and reasoning to support claims.

chair

The chairperson of the adjudicators’ panel. Their responsibilities include calling on
speakers to begin their speeches, maintaining order, ensuring that the speeches are
timed, running the discussion between the judges after the debate is over, announcing
the results and providing feedback to debaters.

clash The fundamental opposing arguments on the core issues of the debate.

carry (to)
When the chairperson announces that the motion has been carried, it means that the
adjudicators have decided in favour of the proposition team.

debate
The process of arguing the affirmative or negative side of a motion against an opposing
team, often including adjudicators and audience.

defeat (to)
When the chairperson announces that the motion has been defeated, it means that
the adjudicators have decided in favour of the opposition team. 

definition

During debates, motions sometimes contain terms that require explanation/
interpretation so that all debaters have the same understanding of their meaning(s).
These are usually delivered by the first speaker of the proposition team and aim to
clarify any ambiguities in the motion. The opposition team can either accept the
proposition team’s definition or provide their own.

evidence
Information used to support a claim. Some types of evidence are: testimonial (expert
information and evidence based on research), statistics from trustworthy sources, etc.

feedback
Information provided to debaters usually by the chairperson after the debate. The
chairperson will justify the adjudicators’ decision and may also provide advice for future
improvements.

flowing
Taking notes during a debate in order to keep a record of what’s been said and prepare
for rebuttal.

motion The statement/topic for debate.

opposition team The team that argues against the motion and the proposition team’s arguments.

Point of Information (POI)
A short, quick point of rebuttal or question made during a speech by a speaker on the
opposing side.

proposition team The team that is in favour of the motion.

protected time
The first and last minute of a speech during which points of information cannot be
offered.

rebuttal
Explaining and proving why the arguments presented by the opposing team are wrong
or not valid.

This House
A traditional phrase to introduce the motion meaning “this side” or “the average,
reasonable person”.

timekeeper
The person responsible for the accurate timing of each speech so that signals (tap on
the desk or a bell ring) can be given at appropriate points.

tournament An official competition in which debating teams from different schools participate.
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Be specific

The information available on any topic is almost limitless.
Before you begin:

1 think about and identify the main topic(s) or
idea(s) you wish to focus on

2 formulate specific questions

3 use keywords and key phrases to narrow your
search

For instance, if you are researching the motion “THB that
tourism in areas with vulnerable ecosystems should be
banned”, type specific keywords and key phrases into a
search engine to see what resources are available

e.g. – vulnerable ecosystems
– ecosystems and climate change
– effects of mass tourism on vulnerable ecosystems
– environmental impact of tourism
– protection of vulnerable ecosystems

Plan your research 

The next step is to think about the type of resources
you will use. Web-based research is extremely fast and
convenient, but you should always be careful and critical.
Anyone can post anything online, so the information is
not always reliable, accurate, or even up-to-date. That’s
why it’s always important to evaluate your online
resources very carefully. Think about the following:

• Who is the author of the article? Is he/she an
expert on the topic?

• Is the website associated with a university or
other accredited institute? (You can check the
domain of the website. Educational institutes
have websites ending in .edu and government
sites are identified by the extension .gov.)

• What type of audience is the resource
addressed to? (For example, you would not use a
very technical website or one addressed to
primary school pupils.)

• Is the information up-to-date? When was it
published?

• Is the information supported by facts and
evidence, or is it simply based on opinion?

To be on the safe side, you can choose to use valid
online academic resources (online encyclopaedias,
online scientific journals, official university sites,
recognised news organisations etc). 

Also, you shouldn’t limit your search to the first few
results in a search engine. Look at a number of different
sites to cross-check the information and to make sure
you are not missing any important information.

• At debate tournaments, students do not get to choose
which side they are on as their side is assigned
randomly, some time before the tournament starts.
This means that teams/speakers need to be prepared
to debate on both sides of the topic. So, it is wise to
research and explore all aspects of a motion.

• In an informal classroom debate, it is usually the
teacher and the students who decide which students
will be on the proposition and which on the
opposition team. In this case too, it is important that
teams research arguments for and against the motion,
so that they are better prepared to rebut the other
team’s arguments.

NOTE

The Internet is an enormous resource for educational
research as it offers immediate access to a vast
amount of information, so students can find whatever
they need on almost any topic at the click of a mouse.
However, researching a topic doesn’t simply mean
collecting information, but rather having the critical
thinking skills to evaluate, analyse and synthesise
the data. If you follow these simple guidelines, you will
be able to master the skills necessary to research
effectively.

ResearchingResearching

Motion: 

THB* that tourism in areas with
vulnerable ecosystems should be
banned.

*This House believes
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olunteerJUDYVVolunteerJUDY

Animal habitats can be destroyed by mass
tourism. It has been noted that wildlife viewing

can cause stress for the animals and alter their
natural behaviour especially when tourists come too
close. The noise created by tourists as they chase
wild animals in their trucks or aircraft puts high
pressure on animal habits and might lead to
behavioural changes. In Kenya, for instance,
researchers have observed that some of the animals
have become so disturbed by tourists that they tend
to neglect their young.

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP),
1998

A

Last week, I arrived at the Galápagos Islands along with
ten other members of VolunTourism. The purpose of our
work here is to pinpoint the problems that have arisen
because of the local operations of tourism businesses and
decide on ways to safeguard the islands. The majority of
tourists travel around the islands by ships which run on
oil which pollutes the waters, and also produce vast
amounts of waste which is dumped into the delicate
marine environment. The effects on the biodiversity of
the local ecosystem are detrimental: the endemic species
are under threat; the whole ecosystem is in grave
danger. We are going to work alongside the Ecuadorian
government to strengthen the enforcement of its
regulations and ensure that violators are severely
prosecuted.

B

Ia Strict Nature Reserve – strictly
protected area to preserve
biodiversity and geological features.
Human visitation is strictly
controlled and limited to ensure
protection of the area. Scientific
study, environmental monitoring
and education is allowed. (e.g.
Urwald Rothwald in Austria, a
primeval forest of 3,500 hectares.)

www.iucn.org, 2018

C

 Look at the extracts from three different
sources. Work with a partner and decide
which come from reliable sources. Explain
why and say why the other one(s) is/are
not reliable.

1

May 25, 2018 / By VolunteerJudy

Alteration of vulnerable ecosystems 
by tourist activities

IUCN
(The International Union

for Conservation of Nature) 
Protected Area Categories System
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Collect & Organise information

Start gathering and making notes of the information
you have found online. Note down where exactly the
information comes from so that you can refer back to the
source if necessary.

Sort through the information carefully and select the
most appropriate and relevant to the topic.

You can also include diagrams, pie charts, statistics,
quotations or anything else that is relevant to your
motion. These can be used to provide background
information about the motion you are researching and to
make your points stronger.

 Work in teams of 3-4. Read the motion
again carefully and research various aspects
of the issue. Find arguments both for and
against the motion and use them to
complete the spidergram.

2

economic aspect

FOR: .......................................
............................................

AGAINST: unemployment can
lead to locals depleting
natural resources

social aspect

FOR: important to protect planet
for future generations

AGAINST: ................................
............................................

environmental aspect

FOR: tourism causes destruction
of the environment

AGAINST: ................................
............................................

educational aspect

FOR: safer for the environment
to learn about ecological issues
from documentaries

AGAINST: ................................
............................................

THB that tourism in
areas with vulnerable
ecosystems should

be banned.
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1
Synthesise

During the synthesis stage, you should use your notes
to prepare your speech. Organise everything under
headings (using a spidergram or a diagram):

• Think about where it would be appropriate to use
the diagrams, pie charts, statistics, quotations,
etc. you have found that are relevant to your
argument(s). You won’t be able to show these
during your speech, but you can refer to them to
add validity to your point(s).

• During the debate, you can use prompt cards with
key words and phrases – short reminders of the
key points of your speech.

According to Jim MacNeill, the former Secretary
General of the World Commission on Environment
and Development, “[Sustainability is] growth based
on forms and processes of development that do not
undermine the integrity of the environment on which
they depend.”

To quote Wangari Maathai, the Kenyan environmental
activist and Nobel laureate: “We owe it to ourselves
and to the next generation to conserve the
environment so that we can bequeath our children a
sustainable world that benefits all.”

Ban Ki-moon – the eighth Secretary General of the
United Nations – said in one of his speeches at the
COP 17 (a UN Climate Change Conference): “We
have reached a new milestone as a human family.
With seven billion of us now inhabiting our planet, it
is time to ask some fundamental questions. How can
we provide a dignified life for ourselves and future
generations while preserving and protecting the
global commons – the atmosphere, the oceans and
the ecosystems that support us?”

A

Barry Commoner, the American biologist and
educator, once remarked: “The environmental crisis
arises from a fundamental fault: our systems of
production – in industry, agriculture, energy and
transportation – essential as they are, make people
sick and die.”

B

C

D

Research quotations

Using famous people’s words can attract the audience’s
attention and offer credibility to the points made in your
speech. When you select a quotation:

• make sure it is appropriate and relevant to the
argument you are presenting, as well as short and
catchy.

• always mention the name of the person who said
or wrote the words you are using.

NOTE: Don’t over-use quotations. You should use, at
most, one quotation in your speech. Think carefully
about where to include it so as to strengthen your
argument.

 Read the following quotations and select
the most appropriate one(s) for the motion.
Why are the others inappropriate?

3

Extra motion: 

THB that modern technology will
stop people from travelling.

• It’s best not to read directly from your notes.
Glance at them briefly to remember what you want
to say next and maintain eye contact with the
audience.

 Read the following motion and research the
topic. Approach the issue from various
aspects: economic, educational, social,
scientific, etc. Remember to research
arguments both for and against the motion.
You can also include a quotation if you like.
Follow the guidelines presented in Module 1.

4

15

Educational aspect:
– Better learn about ecological issues from

documentaries
– IUCN strictly protected areas - strictly

controlled visitation to avoid further
degradation – ONLY scientific
study/environmental monitoring allowed.
e.g. Urwald Rothwald, Austria: primeval
forest, 3.500 hectares

1
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In most cases, interpreting the motion is easy as most
issues are clear and straightforward. For instance, the
motion “THB that the use of social media should be
banned in the workplace” is obvious so the speaker does
not need to spend time explaining what is meant by
social media (everyone is familiar with the concept) or the
workplace (obviously meaning all working environments).

However, if the motion is ambiguous or includes several
issues, it is important to define it so that both teams are
debating about the same thing. For example, for the
motion above, the first proposition speaker should clarify:

1 what is meant exactly by work experience:
regular paid job? internship? voluntary work?

2 what is meant exactly by education: secondary
education? higher education (university/college)?

 Read the two examples from two opening
proposition speakers. Explain which one is
more successful at interpreting/defining the
motion and why. Use the table to help you
(tick where appropriate).

1

16

2Module

Motion: 

THB that work experience is more
important than education.

This is perhaps the most difficult aspect of a debate as
both teams need to have a clear understanding of what
the motion is about. So, the motion needs to be
interpreted and defined at the very beginning of the
debate, so that the speakers, the audience and the
adjudicators know the precise nature of the topic under
discussion.

Interpreting the motionInterpreting the motion

Speaker A Speaker B

•   identifies the main
issues of the debate

•   defines clearly the
keywords of the motion

•   provides a reasonable
definition 

•   refers to valid resources

Good afternoon, Mr Chairman, ladies and gentlemen. My
name is … and I’m the first speaker for the proposition
team. Albert Einstein once said, “The only source of
knowledge is experience.” In our opinion, this is the best
starting point for the definition of our motion today, which
is “Work experience is more important than education.” To
define work experience, we should take for granted that what
is meant includes unpaid voluntary work that a lot of people
are involved in nowadays; internships that a number of
companies offer to graduates in order for them to gain work
experience or satisfy requirements for a qualification; as well
as regular paid work positions in various organisations and
establishments. As far as education is concerned, let’s use
the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, which defines it as “the
action or process of teaching someone especially in a school,
college, or university”. So, as far as the proposition team is
concerned, today’s motion is clear. Work experience is
definitely more important than education and we will present
our arguments to support this.

A

Mr Chairman, members of the opposition team, ladies and
gentlemen in the audience, thank you for joining us today.
Our motion for debate is “Work experience is more important
than education.” I am … and I will speak for the proposition
team to support the motion. Before we start presenting our
arguments, let me define the motion. The way we interpret
the motion at hand is that the experience that people gain
in various workplaces can actually teach them 100 times
more than their studies at university or college. In fact, a
number of people claim that no university or college can
offer its graduates the knowledge they can obtain by working
in the real business world. Most people argue that education
is a future investment but that is not necessarily true.
Working in a company cannot be compared to spending time
in classes and attending lectures. So now, I am ready to start
presenting our arguments to support the
motion.

B
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2
 Look at the underlined phrases in Ex. 1. How
does each speaker start their opening
propositions? put forward a definition? Replace the
underlined phrases with other appropriate ones
from the Useful Language box.

2  Read the first opposition speaker’s speech
below. Are they accepting or challenging
the definition in Ex. 1 (A)? Explain why.

3

When to challenge the definition/
interpretation
If the first proposition speaker’s interpretation of the
motion is fair and reasonable, then the first opposition
speaker accepts the proposition speaker’s definition and
moves on with the debate.

However, a definition/interpretation should be challenged
when:

• the proposition speaker has not attempted to
define or interpret the motion at all.

• the proposition speaker’s definition is not fair or
reasonable.

• the proposition speaker’s definition strays from the
motion.

Useful Language

Welcoming
• Mr Chairman/Madam Chair, ladies and gentlemen,

welcome to this debate.
• Good morning everyone and welcome to the debate.
• We would like to welcome you from this side of the

house.
Introducing the topic
• The motion for debate today is …
• Today, our motion is … 
Interpreting/Defining
• Let us first define some important terms in this debate. 
• Before we present our arguments, please allow us to

define/interpret some important aspects of the motion. 
• We believe that what is meant by … is …/are …
• When we say …, (we mean that) …
Accepting/Challenging/Clarifying a definition
• We, the opposition team, accept the definition of the

motion as presented by the proposition team.
• Unfortunately, the interpretation of the motion by the

proposition team is not correct/accurate. So, we would
like to define the motion as …

• We think that the opposition team has failed to
interpret the motion accurately. So, at this point, we
would like to offer our own interpretation/definition
of the motion. 

• We find the interpretation of the motion by the
proposition team adequate; however, we would like to
further clarify a point …

Stating your position
• Now, we, as today’s proposition/opposition, strongly

believe that this is true/not true. 
• We (strongly) support/oppose this motion and we will

present our arguments accordingly.

Be careful with time!
The first proposition/opposition speaker should aim to
start their arguments as soon as possible. So, don’t
spend more than two minutes interpreting the motion
and accepting/challenging the other team’s definition.

NOTE

Extra motion: 

THB that governments should offer
free education to all.

 Work in pairs. Read the following motion
and research the topic. Remember to
approach the issue from various aspects and
research arguments for and against the
motion. Then, follow the guidelines
presented in Modules 1-2 and use phrases
from the Useful Language box to prepare a
short speech (approx. 2 minutes) to
interpret the motion. 

4

Mr Chairman, members of the proposition team, ladies and
gentlemen, welcome from this side of the house. The first
speaker of the proposition team has given an adequate
definition of work experience but their definition of the word
education was somewhat narrow. The online Business Dictionary
defines education as “the wealth of knowledge acquired by an
individual after studying particular subject matters or
experiencing life lessons that provide an understanding of
something”. So, you see, education is not limited to the
classroom or to a few subject matters taught at secondary
school or university. It is a broader notion that also involves life
lessons, general knowledge, as well as skills and values. In
this light, we, the opposition team, firmly believe that,
actually, education is more important than work experience
and we will present our arguments accordingly.
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